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Charters, Northumbria and the Unification of England in the Tenth 
and Eleventh Centuries* 
 
At various points in the seventh century, the Northumbrian kingdoms of Deira and 
Bernicia, divided by the River Tees,1 were notionally joined under the rulership of 
kings of the standing of Edwin and Oswald.2 Bede describes the advantages brought 
by such united political rule. But despite this hypothetical unity within the kingdom of 
Northumbria itself, the indications are that divisions remained and modern 
scholarship has investigated the tendency of the Northumbrian kingdom to come apart 
at the seams, as it were, whenever significant internal or external pressure was 
applied. The very title of David Rollason’s recent historical account emphasizes this 
phenomenon.3  
From its emergence in the late seventh and early eighth centuries as a kingdom 
of Europe-wide significance,4 historians have described the effects of major political 
events like the manifold civil disturbances of the mid- to late eighth century,5 the 
arrival of vikings in number from 867,6 the incorporation of Northumbria within the 
wider Anglo-Saxon kingdom in the early tenth century and the arrival of the Normans 
in the late eleventh century and in particular the notorious ‘harrying of the north’ in 
1069.7 In their examinations of these events, scholars have asked, for example, how 
far Northumbria constituted a kingdom independent of the rest of the country, how far 
it had its own methods of government and how long the division between Deira and 
Bernicia remained throughout the Anglo-Saxon period. These are self-evidently 
questions of the greatest importance and (nearly) the full range of available evidence 
has been deployed in the pursuit of answers, from archaeological remains and 
topographical patterns to the testimony of literary sources.8  
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But curiously one genre of text has been consistently overlooked: the royal 
diplomas and charters of Anglo-Saxon Northumbria.9 It may be that their very nature, 
often as rather dry accounts of land transactions, has been the cause of their neglect.10 
Or perhaps it is the relatively small number to have survived from Northumbria as a 
whole (twenty-one documents scattered through five archives) which made them 
seem less than fruitful for Northumbrian purposes. Charters themselves, because of 
the serious difficulties involved in the assessment of their authenticity, are notoriously 
difficult to handle, and the lack, until recently, of a modern edition of the 
Northumbrian charters may be a further reason why this body of evidence has been 
neglected.11   
Nevertheless charters, as everyday administrative documents, illustrate the 
very backbone of routine Anglo-Saxon life and, as such, have much to tell us about 
structures of power and government. They provide information about royal 
aspirations seen, for example, by the use of certain royal styles and also about the 
realities of power on the ground – what territory could be granted where, and to 
whom it was being granted. Recent scholarship has emphasised the wide-ranging 
significance of diplomas as a body of historical evidence and the diverse range of 
functions they fulfilled. Koziol, in his study of Carolingian royal diplomas, classifies 
the diploma’s ‘performative’ qualities: ‘to say that diplomas were used as 
performatives is to argue that any given diploma was issued in order to institute, 
publicise, and memorialise a crucial alteration in the political regime’.12 A close 
analysis of charter diplomatic is therefore intrinsic to any understanding of the politics 
of the time, and the Northumbrian charters demand attention for all of these reasons. 
It will be argued here that the form of the diplomas and charters preserved in the York 
and Durham archives has much more to tell us than merely about the land being 
granted.13 In fact their diplomatic elements provide information about the realities of 
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military conquest and political expansion, political strategy and aspiration and finally 
the interactions between English kings and two of the most powerful institutions in 
the north, the church of York and St Cuthbert’s community. 
 
Anglo-Saxon diplomas were introduced at some point in the seventh century and the 
earliest surviving examples date from the 670s.14 They were initially instruments of 
the Church, designed to grant land and privileges in perpetuity and giving the 
beneficiary ownership of what is known as ‘bookland’ (bocland).15 Unfortunately no 
Northumbrian diplomas from this early period survive but it is nevertheless clear that 
they were in plentiful supply: not only does the Vita Wilfridi include a passage which 
seems clearly to be relying on some kind of diploma, but Bede, in his Epistola ad 
Ecgbertum, seems to be decrying the abuse of these documents by laymen in terms 
which imply that the diploma was widely used in Northumbria even by the early 
eighth century.16 Given that charters survive in very large numbers in ecclesiastical 
archives elsewhere in England,17 and given that charters were indeed in use in early 
Northumbria, it is all the more striking that there are now so few extant Northumbrian 
examples. This disparity in survival rates for charters from different areas of the 
country may itself be illuminating since the possibility remains that political 
conditions were such in Anglo-Saxon and Anglo-Norman Northumbria that these 
documents were perhaps less likely to survive.18 One could also argue that it is 
indicative of a society which was rather less dependent on the written word and 
certainly there is evidence to suggest that various forms of oral ceremonies took place 
where the granting of land could be confirmed simply by the presence of key 
individuals.19 The danger in taking either of these suggestions too far is that they 
involve an argumentum e silentio. 
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The earliest surviving genuine Northumbrian diploma dates to the reign of 
King Æthelstan and is preserved in the archives of York minster.20 By this stage in the 
tenth century, Northumbria, and in particular York and its immediate hinterlands, had 
already been subjected to Scandinavian conquest and settlement.21  There had been a 
number of viking kings based at York, many of whom also had power in Dublin.22 Of 
course this viking presence had major ramifications for those in Northumbria. Most 
obviously, in York and the surrounding area, native Northumbrian kings were now 
replaced by the Scandinavian incomers; and the concentration of Scandinavian rule 
and settlement in territory south of the River Tees, evidenced especially by place-
names and sculpture,23 actually led to a re-emphasising of the division between the 
ancient kingdoms of Deira and Bernicia,24 with the north of Northumbria 
experiencing far less viking intrusion.25 
 The practicalities of rule in Northumbria, and of the relationships between 
those in power, must also have been in a state of flux. From the evidence of the 
Anglo-Saxon Chronicle and coins, we can see that there was a relatively rapid 
turnover of viking kings in York, at the same time as the house of Wessex, from the 
reign of Alfred onwards, was becoming ever more conscious of the wider Anglo-
Saxon ‘polity’.26 How these competing political strands manifested themselves in 
Northumbria is not always visible to the modern historian, far less the effect these 
influences had on any sense of what it was to be ‘Northumbrian’. Northumbria had 
rarely before been subject to the power of another kingdom or outside ruler and so the 
arrival of vikings must have been all the more catastrophic. Extant Anglo-
Scandinavian sculpture, place-names and coins speak of some kind of accommodation 
between Northumbrian and Scandinavian,27 but the political machinations of 
Archbishop Wulfstan I (d. 956) in the tenth century serve as a reminder that native 
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Northumbrians in positions of power were seeking any opportunity to advance the 
status quo in a bid to maintain Northumbrian independence.28  
 In the court of King Alfred in the 890s, in the face of ever-increasing viking 
pressure, a sense of Anglo-Saxon identity encompassing more than just Wessex, 
began to grow and take shape. As part of this evolution of ‘the kingdom of the Anglo-
Saxons’, members of Alfred’s immediate circle took steps to encourage neighbouring 
kingdoms to support the Alfredian (and thus Anglo-Saxon) cause. In Asser’s Vita 
Alfredi we see a Welsh cleric resident at Alfred’s court appealing to his native 
audience back in Wales and trying to persuade them of the strengths of this king of 
the West Saxon line.29 The presence of a West Saxon ambassador in York soon 
afterwards suggests that a similar appeal was being made to Northumbria.30 But it was 
not until 927, following a military conquest by Alfred’s grandson, Æthelstan, that 
Northumbria was for the first time subjected to southern authority.31 
 It is important to try to understand the kind of relationship between northern 
and southern kingdoms that this conquest engendered. Given that Northumbria had 
already been subjected to some fifty years of viking rule and viking kings, a period 
that saw York become somehow linked to another viking kingdom, Dublin, the 
change to being ruled by an Anglo-Saxon from the house of Wessex must have been 
momentous. Certainly we know that from Æthelstan’s point of view this was a 
significant event. One manifestation of his military success was the consolidation of a 
group of men of no little learning, many of whom had continental origins, at the 
centre of his court.32 The poems these scholars produced have been examined in detail 
by Michael Lapidge, and one in particular, Carta dirige gressus, seems to have been 
written in the immediate aftermath of Æthelstan’s victory in Northumbria, celebrating 
as it does ‘ista perfecta Saxonia’ (‘England (now) made whole’).33  
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 But this poem has further importance because it demonstrates the existence of 
a group of clerks in service of the king, who could be called upon at significant 
moments in the reign to write commemorative works.34 It was also at this time that a 
centralized agency, responsible for the routine production of the king’s diplomas, 
emerges into plain view.35 Between 928 and 935, one royal scribe was clearly 
entrusted with a monopoly of diploma production. Known as ‘Æthelstan A’,36 he was 
a draftsman of great genius. In an attempt to produce diplomas which could somehow 
convey a sense of the serious political advances made by his king, ‘Æthelstan A’ 
remodelled the very form of the diploma and made use of Latin of a kind that had 
never before been deployed within the context of an Anglo-Saxon diploma.37  
The incorporation of Northumbria, resulting in a newly unified Anglo-Saxon 
England, was therefore mirrored at the centre of government by the organizational 
changes with regard to the administration and production of diplomas. Just as 
Æthelstan made use of a royal retinue of clerks to compose various poetical pieces to 
celebrate key moments in his reign, so he also called upon his royal draftsman, 
‘Æthelstan A’, to draft diplomas no matter where the land was being granted in the 
country.38 Two of these diplomas survive in their original form.39 An examination of 
the whole corpus of ‘Æthelstan A’ diplomas reveals that this draftsman was acutely 
aware of the individual circumstances of each grant of land. Not content simply to 
recycle diplomatic formulae he had previously used, he can be found adapting and 
altering his Latin. Sometimes these changes are made simply for stylistic reasons, but 
on some occasions it is clear that he is reacting to the political circumstances of the 
grant.40    
The earliest surviving diploma from Northumbria is just one of these 
‘Æthelstan A’ documents, S 407 (North 1), a grant of Amounderness, a very large 
area of land on the north-west coast, to the York church. Preserved in the York 
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archive, it survives as a copy in a late thirteenth-century York cartulary, British 
Library, Cotton MSS, Claudius B III, and in a vast fourteenth-century cartulary 
known as the Magnum registrum album, where it has been copied twice.41 Because it 
does not exist in its original, tenth-century single-sheet form, there is the possibility 
that some of its diplomatic elements have been altered, whether deliberately or 
accidentally, by later copyists. The alteration to its dating-clause, in line with another 
dating-clause in a Worcester diploma, S 428 (BCS 701), shows the kinds of changes 
that could be made. As Dorothy Whitelock explained, this change was probably made 
at a time when the York and Worcester churches were held in plurality and on its own 
it does not condemn the document as a forgery.42    
Nevertheless, there are diplomatic peculiarities present in S 407 (North 1) 
which have previously suggested to scholars that it should be regarded as a forgery.43 
It is worth brief discussion of one of these elements because it seems actually to 
reveal something of the difficulties faced by a southern king granting land in the north 
to a Northumbrian institution perhaps for the first time. The formula in question is the 
boundary-clause. By this stage in the evolution of the diploma, one would expect the 
boundary-clause both to be in Old English and to be rather detailed, taking into 
account specific local features like hills, barrows, meadows, homesteads and so on.44 
It is likely that while the main body of the diploma was drafted by the royal scribe, 
‘Æthelstan A’, some local official was responsible first for the delineation of the 
estate being granted, and then for sending this description to the meeting of the witan 
at which the diploma was being granted, so that it could be incorporated within the 
diploma itself.45 Both of the extant ‘Æthelstan A’ originals, S 416 (BCS 677) and S 
425 (CantCC 106), have such an Old English boundary-clause. But the boundary-
clause in S 407 (North 1) is written in Latin and lacks this kind of minute local detail. 
Instead it uses rivers to give the outer limits of a huge amount of land on the north-
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west coast of the country.46 It seems reasonable to suggest that, in making this grant in 
934 to the York church, Æthelstan and his draftsman ‘Æthelstan A’ were confronted 
with the problem of never having employed any kind of local Northumbrian official 
previously to compose a boundary-clause to be included within a diploma.47 
S 407 (North 1) therefore offers a snapshot of conditions in the north in 934 
and of the realities of political interaction between an Anglo-Saxon king and a newly 
conquered territory. Once Northumbria had been subjugated by force, Æthelstan 
would have found the everyday practicalities of ruling there problematic. It would 
have been important for him to win over local institutions (and powerful individuals) 
and none could be more significant in this regard than York minster, which had stood 
as the pre-eminent institution in York (and what was Deira) from the early seventh 
century. That Æthelstan was able to make use of a document, the diplomatic form of 
which identifies it as a product of his own chancery, in his dealings with this northern 
establishment, is itself suggestive of the political ground he had won.48 And this is 
further emphasized by the fact that the York church kept a copy of the document, 
thinking that it could be of value in later years, and thereby acknowledging the legal 
authority that such a document held in Northumbria.49  
These were very real political and administrative advances into the northern 
kingdom. Æthelstan’s granting of this chancery document to the York church, issued 
at a meeting of the witan at which all of the major political and ecclesiastical figures 
were present, would have sent a powerful message about his newly-won tenure of the 
north, drawing on the ‘performative’ qualities of the diploma.50 These advances can 
be mirrored, to a certain extent, by the evidence of coinage: here Æthelstan was able 
to put an end to viking issues which had been in circulation previously and instead the 
York mint began to produce coins of the ‘church’, ‘circumscription cross’ and ‘bust 
crowned’ types, thus bringing this part of Northumbria further into line with monetary 
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circulation elsewhere in Anglo-Saxon England.51 At the same time Æthelstan’s newly 
elevated political status was recognized by the use of a royal style that was novel in 
the context of coin production, rex totius Britannie, and which emulated the same 
style found in contemporary diplomas. In coins, however, just as in diplomas, 
adjustments had to be made according to local custom, and some of the designs of the 
coins, although broadly similar to coins used elsewhere in Anglo-Saxon England, 
nevertheless had their own idiosyncracies. Perhaps most notably, the majority of coins 
were struck only by one moneyer (Regnald) while the minting of coins in general in 
Northumbria was confined to the York mint, features uncommon in other parts of the 
country.52 The combined evidence of diplomas and coins therefore allows some 
impression of the advances Æthelstan was able to make in Northumbria following 
927, but also of the practical difficulties in taking outright control of this northern 
kingdom and of the degree of continued Northumbrian independence.53  
As has been already mentioned, the area of land granted in S 407 (North 1), 
Amounderness, represents an exceptionally large amount of territory on the north-
west coast of Britain. The location and the size of the grant are immediately striking, 
as are the exact terms on which the land was acquired and then given to the York 
church. Situated in an area of the country that had already been settled by 
Scandinavians,54 one possibility, indicated by the place-name, is that this area of land 
had once belonged as a block to a certain viking called Ǫgmundr or Agmundr.55 
Whether or not this is true, the land was unquestionably taken from a zone of 
significant importance to Scandinavians, on one part of the coast where viking kings 
crossing from Dublin, with the intention of moving onwards to York, perhaps would 
have landed.56 This was therefore a politically charged grant of land, designed to 
discourage the York community from welcoming Scandinavians to York in the future, 
and certainly not to side with them in the manner in which previous York archbishops 
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had done.57 In the early 930s Constantine, king of the Scots, and Olaf Guthfrithson, 
king of Dublin, had forged a bond through a marriage alliance and so Æthelstan 
would have been acutely aware of the dangers of a joint threat from these two 
kingdoms to the west and north.58 S 407 (North 1) was one way to win over York 
itself, but simultaneously also to remove the Scandinavian threat. And this 
Scandinavian dimension helps to explain another diplomatic irregularity in S 407 
(North 1), that Æthelstan is said to have bought the land for himself from his own 
money, before granting it to the York church.59 Normally the recipient of the grant of 
land would have been responsible for the purchase and we can only surmise that 
something rather remarkable is encapsulated in the details of S 407 (North 1), a 
shrewd political manoeuvre on the part of Æthelstan when faced with a kingdom that 
had been so accustomed to welcoming and embracing vikings as their rulers.60 It is 
perhaps unlikely that the York church was ever able to take actual control of this vast 
north-western territory,61 but what mattered was the symbolism involved for both 
sides: that Æthelstan could impose his will in the north, and that the York church was 
prepared to accept his authority, at least for the moment.  
S 407 (North 1) was granted on 7 June 934 at Nottingham, as Æthelstan made 
his way northwards to campaign in Scotland. One of his next stopping-places saw him 
pay a visit to another important Northumbrian religious community, that of St 
Cuthbert, then housed at Chester-le-Street.62 Here the ecclesio-political situation 
confronting Æthelstan was rather different. At York he met a religious community 
that had had to engineer its survival during an extended period of Scandinavian rule in 
York itself. But the evidence of place-names and archaeological remains suggests that 
to the north of the River Tees, Scandinavians had not made such significant inroads, 
with the result that the Cuthbertines could perhaps operate with a greater degree of 
freedom.63 Having been left vulnerable on the island of Lindisfarne, Cuthbert’s 
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community had already taken the momentous decision to relocate itself inland and, c. 
875, its inhabitants set out on a fabled period of seven years’ wandering across the 
north of England, finally to come to rest at Chester-le-Street in c. 883. Although the 
move from Lindisfarne was clearly prompted by the fear of external attack, Rollason 
has shown that the subsequent period of wandering was carefully planned by the 
community, as it visited many of its outlying properties, perhaps by way of affirming 
its bonds with, and ownership over, these places.64 And the move to Chester-le-Street 
had further important political implications, since it brought the Cuthbertines closer to 
the growing power in England, that of kings of the West Saxon line. By the time 
Æthelstan arrived in Chester-le-Street in 934, Cuthbert’s community had become one 
of the most influential institutions in this northern part of Northumbria. 
 Æthelstan’s dealings with St Cuthbert’s community speak of this different 
political situation. Again the English king made gifts of property and of other 
precious items. But what is very striking is the absence of any formal ‘Æthelstan A’ 
diploma to record these gifts, of the kind that had earlier been used in conjunction 
with York minster. Instead it was St Cuthbert’s community itself that took 
responsibility for the recording of Æthelstan’s visit. Towards the beginning of the 
Durham Liber Vitae, at the head of a list commemorating the names of ‘kings and 
earls’, Æthelstan’s name has been inserted, possibly by the same scribe responsible 
for C[ambridge] C[orpus] C[hristi] C[ollege] 183 and for various diplomas,65 out of 
chronological sequence and thus in a position of unusual prominence. It seems 
remarkable that Cuthbert’s community was willing to accommodate and recognise the 
importance of this southern king in the context of one of their most revered 
manuscripts.66 But perhaps the record is not simply one of admiration for Æthelstan. 
Notes of land transactions from later in the tenth and early eleventh centuries, as we 
will see, demonstrate that it was the practice of St Cuthbert’s community not to use 
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mainstream diplomas of the type favoured by ‘Æthelstan A’ but rather to make brief 
notes in Old English into their own high status manuscripts. While there is no detail 
about any kind of gift or grant of land connected to the listing of Æthelstan’s name, its 
very insertion may have been effected by the Cuthbertine community as part of an 
attempt to bind the new king of England to their cause.  
Records surviving from the Durham archive suggest that land transactions 
involving St Cuthbert’s community were enacted quite differently from elsewhere in 
the country. Instead of being written in the form of a Latin royal diploma, including 
diplomatic elements such as the verbal invocation, the proem, the royal 
superscription, the dispositive clause and so on, these records constitute brief notices 
of land transactions, with really only the bare detail of the name of the estate being 
granted and also the name of the grantor. They are written in Old English rather than 
Latin and, perhaps most crucially of all, they are made over directly to St Cuthbert 
himself, or the church of St Cuthbert, and entered into one of the community’s most 
valued manuscripts.67 Only three examples of these kinds of record survive from 
Durham, all copies of which date to the late tenth or early eleventh centuries and were 
made into the Durham Liber Vitae.68 The use of gospel-books, or other high status 
manuscripts, for such everyday records, is not unique in Anglo-Saxon England and 
instances survive, for example, in Worcester and Canterbury.69 But two points in 
particular make the Cuthbert examples different: firstly, the involvement of Cuthbert 
himself since the land was granted directly to the saint (or the church of the saint) and 
threats for violation of the grant can likewise invoke his name; secondly, that these 
are the only kinds of original records to have survived from this northern church, 
whereas in other churches, they take their place alongside a range of different kinds of 
documentation, including so-called mainstream royal diplomas.70  
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The making of the grant to St Cuthbert (or St Cuthbert’s church), and the 
entering of the note into a precious manuscript closely associated with the saint and 
his community, were methods clearly designed to involve the otherworldly force of 
the community’s revered saint, one who was less likely to be defrauded of 
possessions and privileges. By the later Anglo-Saxon period, scholars have noted the 
changed image of St Cuthbert, who had evolved from the pious figure of early, 
eighth-century hagiography, to one accustomed to reclaiming land from defrauders in 
the most ruthless of fashions.71 This metamorphosis of Cuthbert’s character helps us 
to understand the brief, Old English records of land transactions. Perhaps we are 
entitled to believe that the situation was such in Anglo-Saxon Northumbria beyond 
the River Tees that a so-called mainstream royal diploma had little chance of being 
recognised or acknowledged, to the extent that the Cuthbertines took matters into their 
own hands and employed an idiosyncratic approach that revolved around the figure of 
their most important saint.72  
Further traces of this unique approach to the recording of land transactions can 
be found in other manuscripts and texts connected with St Cuthbert’s community. In 
1925 H. H. E. Craster identified the manuscript, London, Lincoln’s Inn, Hales 114, as 
being one and the same as the Liber Ruber of Durham, a book which was described as 
containing royal charters and privileges granted to the bishops of Durham.73 The 
Hales manuscript actually comprises two manuscripts bound together, and Craster 
showed that the first manuscript contained a copy of a history of the Durham church 
entitled, ‘Libellus de exordio et statu ecclesie cathedralis quondam Lindesfarnensis, 
post Conchestrensis, demum Dunelmensis, ac de gestis pontificum eiusdem’, a work 
originally written by Wessington ‘probably before he became prior in 1416’.74 While 
this work by Wessington is in many respects derivative of earlier texts, Craster 
showed that its main interest was a series of passages which could not be found in any 
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other source and which were said, in the margin of the Hales manuscript, to come ‘Ex 
libro summi altaris ecclesie Dunelmensis’.75 Unfortunately this ‘liber summi altaris’ 
no longer exists but Craster showed that it must have been a gospel-book kept on the 
high altar of Durham (in the same manner as the Durham Liber Vitae) into which 
charters and other such documents were inserted or copied.  
Craster also recognised that the ‘liber summi altaris’ must originally have 
contained a chronicle recounting the history of the see of Durham until the time of 
William I. And, on the basis of five sources which contained excerpts from the ‘liber 
summi altaris’, Craster recreated this chronicle and demonstrated that it was written 
between 1072 and 1083.76 In one manuscript it is named the Cronica monasterii 
Dunelmensis and that is how it is referred to by Craster (hereafter Cronica).77 So this 
gospel-book must have been of great interest, containing both copies of documents 
like charters but also a chronicle. Although the Cronica relies extensively on the HSC, 
and shares material with Symeon’s Libellus de exordio which was written later in the 
early twelfth century,78 it does also have unique material, which sheds further light on 
practices regarding land transactions at St Cuthbert’s community.79  
Two passages from the Cronica are worth further analysis.80 The first 
describes how King Edmund, while on his way to Scotland with an army, came to 
Durham and deposited many precious gifts at the tomb of Cuthbert. Many of these 
details are found elsewhere in the HSC and later in Symeon’s LDE.81 But the Cronica 
has extra, unique information. It describes how Edmund gave the following gifts, 
…armillas duas et ipse a brachio suo extrahens, ut vulgo dicitur, mid 
fullom indome, et wrec et wite, utter et inner, et saca et socne, id est 
cum plenis legibus et quietudinibus, super sepulcrum obtulit, terribili 
malediccione feriens omnes, si qui forte vel sua vel antecessorum 
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suorum privilegia huic ecclesie collata aliquo modo violare 
presumpsissent.82 
In the first two lines of this extract the Cronica shifts from Latin to Old English in 
outlining the limits of the rights and gifts being granted (mid fullom indome, et wrec 
et wite, utter et inner, et saca et socne…). The word indome is otherwise unattested 
but the expression seems to mean something like, ‘…with full authority (or 
jurisdiction/power), and vengeance and punishment, outside and inside [i.e. the lands 
of St Cuthbert], and [with] sake and soke…’.83 Could this change in language suggest 
that the chronicler was here relying on some kind of Old English record of a grant by 
Edmund, perhaps of the same form as those found in the Durham Liber Vitae, S 1660 
(North 18), S 1659 (North 19) and S 1661 (North 20)? The outlining of the rights and 
gifts being granted in this manner reads similarly to relevant clauses in mainstream 
Anglo-Saxon writs, but the terms ‘indome’, ‘wrec et wite’ and ‘utter et inner’, seem to 
find no exact parallel there.84 Perhaps a closer comparison can be made with a series 
of episcopal and royal forgeries made in Durham in the late twelfth century.85 In 
particular, a purported notification of Bishop William of St Calais, dated spuriously to 
1093, outlines in general the liberties of the prior and monks of Durham and, in doing 
so, uses a clause which has similar, although not identical, elements to that found in 
this eleventh-century chronicle.86 The recurrence of some of these terms in a family of 
forgeries from the late twelfth century in itself raises suspicion. But if Craster is 
correct in his assignment of the chronicle to the period 1072 to 1083,87 then it would 
naturally have formed one possible source for the writing of these later episcopal and 
royal forgeries and the suspicion need not necessarily fall on the chronicle’s entry 
itself.88 For the moment, it remains possible that the use of these Old English terms in 
this part of the chronicle in the ‘liber summi altaris’ betrays the previous existence of 
a grant recorded in the vernacular by Kind Edmund.89 
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The extract from the chronicle quoted above then ends with a quasi-sanction 
in which Edmund threatens a ‘terrible curse’ (terribili malediccione) on anyone who 
dares to violate the privileges given to St Cuthbert’s church either by him or by any of 
his ancestors, an element not found in the HSC or the LDE. It is possible that this is a 
Latin rendering of a formula again belonging to an originally Old English record since 
the extant vernacular records of land grants in the Durham Liber Vitae do contain 
comparable threats.90 Finally it is notable, for reasons to which we shall return, that 
Edmund makes the gifts directly to ‘the church of Holy Mary, Mother of God, and of 
the holy confessor, Cuthbert’ (ad ecclesiam sancte Dei genitricis Marie et sancti 
confessoris Cuthberti), and that the gifts were explicitly offered at the tomb of St 
Cuthbert.  
 Having detailed Edmund’s gifts to the Cuthbertine church, the Cronica 
continues with a passage describing how Edmund’s brother, Eadred, confirmed the 
law(s) and liberties granted to the church by his predecessors and also offered further 
royal gifts (regia munera).91 Notice of any royal grant by Eadred does not appear in 
the HSC but does appear, in abbreviated form, in Symeon’s LDE, perhaps using this 
very Cronica as its source.92 The Cronica then concludes its passage about Eadred by 
clarifying that he made these gifts, ‘et full indome super sancti Cuthberti sepulcrum 
manu propria donavit’.93 The use of the Old English words full indome again raises 
the possibility that the author was relying on some kind of vernacular record of the 
original land grant by King Eadred.  
These extracts, taken from a chronicle written in a gospel-book that once 
rested on the high altar in Durham, reveal that any grant made to the community was 
made directly to St Cuthbert himself; and this is confirmed by the similar form of 
contemporary Old English notes found in the Durham Liber Vitae and by records of 
gifts in the HSC. But they also show the importance placed on the gifts being made 
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directly at the tomb of St Cuthbert. In total we know of four precious manuscripts 
used by the Cuthbertines for the recording of land transactions and other such 
historical memoranda (like manumissions).94 Of these four, at least two (this lost 
gospel-book and the Durham Liber Vitae) were certainly kept and displayed on the 
high altar in the Cuthbertine church. Given that the Cronica places such an emphasis 
on the tomb (and thus the body) of St Cuthbert, one can begin to appreciate the 
importance of ceremony in land transactions involving Cuthbert’s community.95 It is 
not such a leap to imagine a southern English king like Æthelstan, Edmund or Eadred, 
being made to swear his gifts to the community over the body of St Cuthbert, while 
also witnessing an Old English record of the gift being inserted into a precious book 
kept on the altar. There could be no better way of guaranteeing the gift and of making 
the grantor aware of the reciprocal relationship into which he was entering. 
 
From the early tenth century onwards, kings of the West Saxon line attempted, to a 
greater extent than before, to assert their authority over Northumbria, thereby drawing 
it within a wider English kingdom. The diplomatic form of the tenth- and eleventh-
century documents (and texts) preserved from York and Durham indicates that the old 
division of the kingdom along the line of the River Tees was in some sense still in 
existence and therefore that these southern kings must have experienced differing 
degrees of success in their quest for unification.96 While the York see had been 
willing, and able, to accept documents which belong squarely within the southern 
diplomatic mainstream, St Cuthbert’s community, one of the major institutions 
beyond the Tees, was less receptive to documents of this type. Of course it would be 
of great interest to know more about the practical ramifications of this situation. Was 
it just the Cuthbertine community that operated outside this southern legal and 
administrative framework, or was their approach indicative of a stance that was more 
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widely adopted in what had been Bernicia? If southern royal diplomas and charters 
failed to gain substantial ground in this northern part of Northumbria, it would have 
significant implications for the extent to which the whole of Northumbria may be 
judged to have been truly part of Anglo-Saxon England. One reason why Domesday 
Book itself fails to take account of land north of the Tees is perhaps that there had 
been rather less systematic an approach to land grants, and the formal structures and 
divisions of land were effected in different ways.   
But it may be equally likely that the political situation throughout 
Northumbria was more complicated than a straightforward division along the River 
Tees and between these two ancient kingdoms. For example, in the HSC itself, one 
section seems at least vaguely to recall some elements, or the overall structure, of 
mainstream diplomas. It records a grant by Styr, son of Ulf, of the vill of Darlington 
which Styr is said to have received from King Æthelred Unræd. Styr also gave other 
lands which he had bought with his own money and so this passage of the HSC 
combines the details of several land grants made to St Cuthbert’s community.97 It 
begins with a formula which is reminiscent of a verbal invocation; proceeds with a 
sort of dispositive statement in which Styr, in the first person singular, grants land to 
St Cuthbert; proceeds to name some of the witnesses to the grant; and concludes with 
a kind of sanction. In other words there are elements present which, although not 
exactly similar to diplomas issued elsewhere in the country in the late tenth and early 
eleventh centuries, nevertheless evoke their intentions and structure. And the record in 
the HSC may, on two occasions, provide an indication as to why this grant had been 
recorded in this slightly different manner, when it states that the vill of Darlington had 
first of all been granted by King Æthelred and then also that the grant by Styr as a 
whole had been made in the presence of archbishops, bishops and magnates in York 
under the guidance of King Æthelred. When a grant of land passed from one 
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beneficiary to another and there was a diploma already recording the grant, there was 
no need for the beneficiary to have a new diploma composed. So perhaps Styr, having 
already received the grant of land from King Æthelred, simply passed on the diploma 
to St Cuthbert’s community, and traces of its formulation then found their way into 
this part of the HSC, apparently in contrast to the usual practice adopted by the 
religious community. It may also be of importance that the meeting in which Styr 
made the grant was said to have taken place at York, since we have already seen that 
York in this period was receptive to southern forms of administration and 
documentation. Perhaps, then, for these rather exceptional reasons, of a grant that 
incorporated a previous transaction, and one that was not made at St Cuthbert’s tomb, 
the HSC preserves a slightly different kind of record. 
 One other northern document survives as a further note of caution against too 
rigid a generalisation. S 1243 (North 21) is a writ issued at some point in the mid- to 
late eleventh century in the name of a certain Gospatric, concerning land in the north-
west of the country.98 It is of great importance both as a unique Anglo-Saxon 
documentary survival from this part of the country and because of its diplomatic 
form. It is cast in the mould of a mainstream Anglo-Saxon writ but with various 
words and phrases inserted clearly on the basis of local usage.99 From this 
perspective, it is possible to see the kinds of changes that were made to these southern 
diplomas, charters and writs to fit in with Northumbrian practice. And it is striking 
that while St Cuthbert’s community had embarked on their own, idiosyncratic 
approach to the documentation of land grants, Gospatric can be found, further to the 
west, making use of a mainstream writ but adapting it where necessary. It is 
reminiscent of the ways in which S 407 (North 1), granted to the York church, 
modified some of its standard ‘Æthelstan A’ formulation to take account of the recent 
absorption of Northumbria.  
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As southern kings spread their political dominion northwards, as part of an 
attempt to incorporate Northumbria within their control, they would have encountered 
numerous complications. Northumbria itself had a long history of divisions of power 
and territory and so one obvious check on southern hegemony would have been the 
entrenched interests of different institutions and peoples. In his journey northwards in 
934, Æthelstan was acutely aware of such issues, at one moment employing his royal 
scribe to compose a quite remarkable diploma for the York church but at another 
witnessing his name being entered into a precious manuscript closely associated with 
the memory of St Cuthbert and of St Cuthbert’s church more generally.100 So the 
combined evidence of the Northumbrian charters as a whole helps demonstrate not 
only the ongoing divisions within Northumbria itself, but also the realities involved in 
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